Cheapo
SHEDS

by Winslow's

Cheapo Sheds we cut prices not corners..............
8x10 $1295
10x10 $1395.

10x12 $1595.

10x16 $2295.

10x18 $2495.

12x12 $1995.

12x14 $2395.

12x16 $2695. 12x20 $3195.

Doors: 8’, 10’ & 12’ wide buildings 60” double shop built doors.
Construction:
Skids - 4x6 treated and notched
Floor Joists - 2x4's on 16” centers
Floor - ¾” T&G OSB (life time warranty)
Interior - Unitized wall stud & roof truss system with metal plates for exceptional strength and
long life.
Exterior - Metal sheeting is 29 ga. steel that is factory galvanized then painted, all attachment
screws are galvanized (Not Color Matched)
Cottage Roof Style (no barn roofs)

Options:
Two (2) Shelves mounted on rear wall, 16” deep x width of building.
8’ wide - $100 10’ wide - $125.
12’ wide - $150.
4 x 12 Vent - $30
Colored Screws on exterior - $25.

NO OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Revised 10/23/17

Cheapo Sheds
Our Cheapo line of Sheds is built on the same assembly line using the same highly
skilled personnel as our other high quality buildings, in most cases using the same
or similar materials.
We recognize that every buyer is not interested in having a storage shed built like
their home and offering many appearance features... They only want STORAGE.

We build the Cheapo Shed for that Customer.
We buy multiple truckloads of sheet metal and wood products every week. Some of
that metal may have minor handling or shipping mishaps. The lumber, may have a
little bark still showing from the milling process, may not be perfectly straight or
maybe a check (small crack)but still be grade 1 or 2, it will never affect the service
life of the building. This type of lumber is culled when building our regular line
causing waste and affecting cost. From time to time we can buy sheet metal with
minor flaws or with limited or discontinued colors. We use these appearance
defects in the Cheapo Sheds to deliver an inexpensive alternative to our regular
building lines.

Warranty
Cheapo Sheds have a one year construction workmanship warranty. This includes
workmanship issues that cause/allow water leaks.
There is no warranty for appearance issues (minor scratches or any issue that does
not affect the intended use or service life of the product.
There is no coverage for any loss caused by storm, fire, Acts of God, intentional or
accidental misuse or damage or a result of lack of maintenance.
There is no coverage for loss of any item stored in or around the building.
There are no other warranties on this series of buildings.

